Nose Boxes
This is a heavy duty aluminum junction
box with 16 brass circuit studs. It is completely sealed and has 12 wire entrances
distributed on 4 sides. The clear Snap-Seal
polycarbonate cover enables easy access
for circuit checking. Sealed entries include
(1) cable entrance fitting 920402, (1)
1/2" N.P.T. plastic plug, (10) one hole
cable choke seals 920413. A 16 pole
hardware package is included. Surface
mount.

6.250
7.250

6.750
8.500
2.593

PART NO.

300011
1.187

1.750

Clear, aluminum body (35181AL)
B40 series nose boxes are standard with
heavy duty Valox bodies. Covers and bodies
are sealed with Betts Snap-Seal O-rings.
Mounting gasket and screws are included.
Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire
entry. Recess mount.

5.875
DIA.
4.750 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

PART NO.

400079
400080

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRLCE

.25

With 6-way socket
With 7-way socket

These new Betts heavy-duty nose
boxes come completely sealed ready
for installation. The 7-way socket
comes with or without circuit breakers
and is prewired to a 7-pole terminal
disc. Machined glad hand (side blocks)
920042 are standard and replaceable.
Fits existing trailer mounting brackets.

PART NO.

6.25
9.75

4.65

300012

[A] 7 split pin nonmetallic socket

300013

7 solid pin nonmetallic socket with 20
amp circuit breakers

300015

7 split pin aluminum socket with 20
amp circuit breakers

300016

[B] solid pin aluminum ABS socket

A

B

6.25

12.00
16.00

5.00

PART NO.

300014

ABS heavy duty dual socket
nose box ready for installation.
Comes with ABS socket
920554 and standard socket
920427. Standard socket is
prewired to a 7 pole terminal
disc. A red and white jumper
wire is wired from disc to disc
to provide a ground and alternate ABS power source based
on the trailer wiring.
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Nose Boxes
Nose Box
PART NO.

920697

A heavy duty plastic body nose box with a 7 way socket.
Gasket and hardware are included.

B40 series nose boxes are standard with
heavy duty valox bodies. Covers and bodies
are sealed with Betts Snap-Seal O-rings.
Mounting gasket and screws are included.
Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire
entry. Recess mount.

.531

5.875
DIA.
4.750 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

PART NO.

400078

1.750

Without socket (40-153)
(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRLCE

Gauge holder with shallow clear polycarbonate
lens (920143). Requires a 4-3/4" diameter
mounting hole.
PART NO.

400077

Clear, valox body

Junction Box Discs & Hardware
PART NO.

920264
920268

(A) Terminal disc with hardware, 7 pole (PDJJ)
(B) Terminal disc with hardware, 4 pole (PDJJS)

920265
920269

Hardware package of (7) eyelets, washers and locknuts
Hardware package of (4) eyelets, washers and locknuts

920414

Hardware package of (18) eyelets, washers and locknuts

PART NO.

A

B

920177

[A] Grab ring for Betts 3 cond. & 4 cond. cable (9Z9117)

920178

[B] Grab ring for Betts 2 cond. cable (9Z9177)

PART NO.

920209
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Circuit bridge (CB1)

